Results Summary
As part of the process of formulating the 2022-2025 Regional Plan, the X Interamerican Scout
Summit was held with the participation of 145 representatives from 29 National Scout
Organizations.
With the work carried out on 27 and 28 November, three important outputs were generated:
1. Baseline update
The baseline corresponds to the measurement of the level of progress at the present time
in each subject that is part of the regional plan, supported by concrete evidence
(documents, tools, measurements, implementations, events, etc).
The participants analyzed the existing baseline and contributed to its updating by providing
evidence of progress in their organizations for each element or by expressing their interest
in contributing and advancing in the near future.
In total, 477 comments were received on the baseline, of which 99 refer to aspects already
being worked at the NSOs and 151 in which they expressed their interest in working.
Participant's contributions to the
formulation of KPIs

2. Formulation of KPIs
Based on the 11 Strategic Objectives proposed with
their 25 lines of action, the participants used the
baseline to establish the proposed KPIs of the 20212025 Regional Plan with 182 contributions.
The next step will be its final formulation by the
Working Group for the Regional Plan and the Staff of
the World Scout Bureau - Interamerica Support
Centre.
3. NSOs Commitments
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One of the important elements is to establish the commitments of all the actors with the
new Regional Plan, that is, the commitments of the NSOs, the Regional Office and the
Interamerican Scout Committee.
On this occasion, the commitments of the NSOs with the proposed objectives were
obtained as follows:
• Participating NSOs committed to

89% of the lines of action

• In 6 of the 11 Goals, all the NSOs present at the Summit established at least one
commitment.
• In the other 5 Objectives, there were commitments from at least 90% of the
participating NSOs.
• The strategic priorities with the most commitments were

Youth Programme – Youth Engagement – Communications –
Diversity and Inclusion – Adults in Scouting - Growth
If you wish to further explore the objectives and lines of action for the 2022-2025
Regional Plan, you can do so at the following link:
https://www.planscoutiar.org/downloads/proposal_objectives.pdf

